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(T$) EV-TRS ,
, . , EV-TRS
. , EV-TRS . ,
EV-TRS , E
, EV-TRS $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}$













, TRS $R_{1}$ .
$R_{1}=\{0\mathrm{x}yarrow 0$ , $0+yarrow y$ ,




$R_{2}=\{+\#(y)arrow tp_{2}(0, y)$ ,
$+\#(s(z))arrow u_{1}(+\#(z))$ ,
$u_{1}(tp_{2}(x, y))arrow t$ $(s(x), y)$ ,
$\cross\#(0)arrow tn(0, y),$ $\mathrm{x}\#(0)arrow tp_{2}(x,0)$ ,
$\mathrm{x}\#(s(z))arrow u_{2}(+\#(z))$ ,
u2(t7 $(w,$ $y)$ ) $arrow u_{3}(\mathrm{x}\#(w), y)$ ,
$u_{3}$ ( $t$ $(x,$ $s(y)),$ $y$) $arrow t$ $(s(x), s(y))$ ,
$\dagger^{\#}(x+y)arrow tp_{2}(x, y)$ ,




$s^{n}(0)$ , $tp_{2}(s(0), s^{4}(0))$ ,
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$F,$ $\mathcal{X}$ . $F$ $\mathcal{X}$
$T(F, \mathcal{X})$ . $T(F, \emptyset)$
$T(F)$ . arity(f) $f$
. $t$ V $\mathcal{V}ar(t)$
. $\mathcal{V}ar(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{n})=\bigcup_{i=1}^{n}\mathcal{V}ar(t_{i})$ .
$s,$ $t$ $s\equiv t$ \equiv p- . top(t)




$C[, \ldots, ]_{p_{1},\ldots,p_{n}}$ ( , $p_{i}\in O(C)$ $C|_{p:}\equiv \text{ }$ )
. $u\underline{\triangleleft}t$ # $u$ $t$
.
$\sigma$ $\sigma(x)\not\equiv x$
. $\sigma$ , $Dom(\sigma)=\{x|$
$\sigma(x)\not\equiv x\},$ $\mathcal{R}an(\sigma)=\{t|x\in Dom(\sigma), x\sigma\equiv t\}$
. $Dom(\sigma)=\{x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}\}$ $\sigma(x_{\dot{*}})\equiv$
$t_{:}$ , $\sigma=\{x_{1}\vdasharrow t_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}\vdasharrow t_{n}\}$






$\theta$ . VRan(\sigma ) $=\emptyset$
$\sigma$ .
, $\sigma$ $t$ $t\sigma$ . $t\sigma$
$t$ . $\sigma$ $V$
, $\sigma|V=\{x\vdasharrow t|x\in V\cap Dom(\sigma),$ $x\sigma\equiv$
$t\}$ . , Dom( )=D (\sigma ’)
$x\in Dom(\sigma)$ $\sigma(x)\equiv\sigma’(x)$ ,
$\sigma=\sigma’$ . $\sigma,$ $\sigma’$ $\sigma\theta=\sigma’$
$\theta$ , $\sigma\leq\sigma’$ . 2 $s$ ,
$s\sigma\equiv t\sigma’$ $(\sigma, \sigma’)$
$s$ $t$ 1. , $s$ $t$
$(\theta, \theta’)$ , $\sigma_{\sim\sim}<\theta,$$\sigma^{\prime<}\theta’$
$s$ $t$ $(\sigma, \sigma’)$ ,
$(\sigma, \sigma’)=$ $(s,t)$ .
$larrow r$ # . , $l(\not\in \mathcal{X})$ ,
$r$ , .
, $\rho$




$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{I}\mathrm{J}$ $larrow r$ $\mathcal{V}ar(l)\supseteq \mathcal{V}ar(r)$ EV-
TRS . EV-TRS $R$
2 $arrow R$ , $arrow R=\{(C[l\sigma]_{p}, C[r\sigma]_{p})|$
1 , 2









$sarrow_{R}^{p}t$ . $arrow R*$ $arrow R$
. $arrow Rn$ $n$
.
. $t$ ( $R$ )
, $t$ # ($R$ )
( , $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{N}$ ) . ,
$R$ , $R$ ( $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{N}$
) . EV-TRS $R$ TRS , $R$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{N}$ .
$R$ $F$ EV-TRS . ,
$D_{R}$ {top(l) $|larrow r\in R$ }
. , $C_{R}$ $F-D_{R}$
.
$s,$ $t$ , $s$ $t$
$\alpha$- . \rightarrow
, $s$ { $\{t|sarrow t\}$ $\alpha-$
\rightarrow ,
. $R$ TRS
$arrow R$ , EV-TRS
.
21 $R_{3}=\{\rho_{1}$ : $f(x,0)arrow x$ , : $g(x)arrow$
$f(x, y)\}$ EV-T . $g(0)$ , $\rho_{2}$ ,
$f(0,0),$ $f(0, s(0)),$ $f(0, s(g(s(0)))),$ $\ldots$ $f(0, t)$
($t$ )





31 $R$ EV-TRS .
2 $\sim_{R}$ $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}$ (
) .
$\sim\rangle R=\{(C[t], C\delta[r\sigma])|C\in T(F\cup\{\text{ }\}, \mathcal{X})$ ,
$t\not\in \mathcal{X},$ $\rho:larrow r\in R,$ $(\delta, \sigma)=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}(t,l)$ ,
$Dom(\delta)\subseteq Var(t)$ ,
$\mathcal{V}\mathcal{R}an(\delta)\cap(\mathcal{V}ar(C[t])-Dom(\delta))=\emptyset$ ,
$(\forall x\in \mathcal{E}\mathcal{V}ar(\rho),x\sigma\in \mathcal{X}-\mathcal{V}ar(C[t], t\delta))$,
$(\forall x,y\in \mathcal{E}\mathcal{V}ar(\rho),$ $x\not\equiv y\Rightarrow x\sigma\not\equiv y\sigma)$ $\}$
, $\delta$ $s$ $t$ \iota
$s\sim_{\delta}\rangle$








. 07 $\text{ }$ $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}$ \dagger $\text{ }-\text{ }\sqrt$ r( $\tilde{\emptyset}0R=$









3.1 , $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}$ 1
.













32([7]) $R$ EV-TRS, $s$ , $t$
. , $sRt\tilde{\delta}*$ $s\delta\prec_{R}t*$ .
33([7]) $R$ EV-TRS, $s$ $t$
. , $sarrow_{R}^{*}t$ $s\tilde{\delta}*R$ $t’$
$t\equiv t’\theta$ $t’$ $\theta$ .
34([7]). $R$ EV-TRS, $s$ $t$












$R$ EV-TRS, $t$ . $t$ $R$
EVN . , $t$ $R$
EVN-SN . $R$
E -SN , $R$ EVN-SN
. , $R$
$\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{N}$-SN , $R$ EVN-GSN
. EV-TRS
, EVN
$\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{N}$-GSN . $R$ EVN-SN
$R$ EVN-GSN , .
, $R$ TRS , $R$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{N}$ ,
, $R$ EVN-GSN .
, . , $F$
$F$
. $f\in D_{R}$ $F$
$f$ .
, $F$ , $D_{R}$
. , $abc$
A . D
$\overline{D}_{R}=\{F|f\in D_{R}\}$ . ,
$=F\cup\overline{D}_{R}$ , EV-TRS TRS
.
41 $R$ EV-TRS. $\rho:f(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n})arrow r\in R$,
$r|_{p}\equiv g(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{m})$ $g\in D_{R}$ . ,
$\langle F(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n}), G(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{m})\rangle$ $R$ .
$R$ $DP_{R}$ .
42 EV-TRS .
$R_{6}=$ {half (0) $arrow 0$ , $aarrow half(c(x))$ ,
half $(s^{2}(x))arrow s(half(x))$ $\}$
ha $H$
, EV-TRS .
DP $=\{\langle H(s^{2}(x)), H(x)\rangle, \langle A, H(c(x))\rangle\}$
$\langle s,t\rangle$ , $t$ 1
, $\mathcal{E}\mathcal{V}ar(\langle s, t\rangle)$ .
, $\mathcal{E}Var(\langle s, t\rangle)=\mathcal{V}ar(t)-\mathcal{V}ar(s)$ .
, $s,$ $t$ ,
.
, $R$ [1] $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}$
.
43 $R$ EV-TRS, $\langle s_{i}, ti\rangle\in DP_{R}(i>0)$
. , $\langle s:, t_{i}\rangle$ ,
$\langle s_{i+1}, t_{i+1}\rangle$ $t_{:}\sigma_{\dot{l}}\sim_{R}s_{i+1}’*$ ( ,
$x\in \mathcal{E}\mathcal{V}ar(\langle s_{i}, t:\rangle)$ $x\sigma_{\dot{\iota}}$ }
) $(\delta:, \sigma_{i})=$ $(s_{i}’, s_{\dot{*}})$
$s_{1}’,$ $s_{1},$ $s_{2}’,$ $s_{2},\ldots$ , $(\delta_{1}, \sigma_{1}),$ $(\delta_{2}, \sigma_{2}),$ $\ldots$
, $\langle s_{1,1}t\rangle\langle s_{2},t_{2}\rangle\cdots$
$R$ EVN ( , EVN )
( 1). , $s_{0}\sim_{R}^{\mathrm{r}}s_{1}’$ $(\delta_{1}, \sigma_{1})=$
$\mathrm{m}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}(s_{1}’, s_{1})$ so ,





. $t\varphi(s_{1})=F_{1}$ , EVN
, $s_{1}’$ $F_{1}(x_{1,1}, \ldots, x_{1,n_{1}})$
.
4.4 42 $R_{6}$ . 2
, $R_{6}$ EVN , $R\epsilon$ EVN
.
$\langle H(s^{2}(x)), H(x)\rangle\langle H(s^{2}(x)), H(x)\rangle\cdots$




45([8]) $R$ EV-TRS . (
) $R$ EVN ,
, $R$ EVN-(G)SN .
45 , EV-TRS EVN-(G)SN




$larrow r\in R$ $\langle s,t\rangle\in D\mathcal{P}_{R}$ $l_{\sim}\succ r$ ,




$\langle s_{1}, t_{1}\rangle$ $\langle s_{2}, t_{2}\rangle$ $\langle s_{3}, t_{3}\rangle$
$(\delta_{1}, \sigma_{1})$ : .$\cdot$
.
$(\delta_{2}, \sigma_{2})$ : .$\cdot$
.







$(T(\overline{F})\ni\exists s_{0}\sim_{R}*)s_{1}’$ $t_{1}\sigma_{1}$ $\sim_{R}*$ $s_{2}’$ $t_{2}\sigma_{2}$ $\sim_{R}*$ $s_{3}’$ $t_{3}\sigma_{3}\sim_{R}*\ldots$
1:( ) $R$ EVN .
$\langle \pi(s_{1}), \pi(t_{1})\rangle$ $\langle \pi(s_{2}), \pi(t_{2})\rangle$ $\langle \pi(s_{3}), \pi(t_{3})\rangle$
$=\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}(s_{1}’,\pi(s_{1}))(\theta_{1},\sigma_{1}).\cdot$





$(T(\overline{F})\ni\exists s_{0}^{*}\sim_{R})s_{1}’\pi(t_{1})\sigma_{1}\sim_{\pi(R)}*$ $s_{2}’\pi(t_{2})\sigma_{2}\sim_{\pi(R)}*$ $s_{3}’\pi(t_{3})\sigma_{3}\sim_{\pi(R)}^{\mathrm{s}}\cdots$
2: ( ) $\pi(R,DP_{R})$ EVN .
46 $F$ .
$f\in F$ (arity(f) $=n\geq 0$) $\pi(f)$
$\pi(f)=i(1\leq i\leq n)$ , $\pi(f)=[i_{1}, \ldots, i_{m}]$
$(0\leq m\leq n, 1\leq i_{j}\leq n)$ $\pi$
. $\pi(f)$
, $\pi(f)=[1, \ldots, n]$ . , $R$
$f\in D_{R}$ , $\pi(f)\neq i$ (
, $\pi(f)=[i_{1}, \ldots,i_{m}])$ . $F$ ] $\underline{==}\mathrm{E}$
. $\pi$
, .. $\pi(x)=x$ . ( , $x\in \mathcal{X}$ . ). $\pi(f(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{n}))=\pi(t_{i})$ . ( , $\pi(f)=i$ . )
$\bullet\pi(f(t_{1}, \ldots, t_{n}))=f(\pi(t_{1}.)1’\ldots, \pi(t_{i_{m}}))$.
( , $\pi(f)=[i_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $i_{m}]$ . )
, EV-TRS $R$ , $DP_{R}$
, .
. $\pi(R)=\{\pi(l)arrow\pi(r)|larrow r\in R\}$ .. $\pi(DP_{R})=\{\langle\pi(s),\pi(t)\rangle|\langle s,t\rangle\in DP_{R}\}$.
$larrow r\in R,$ $\langle s, t\rangle\in DP_{R}$
$Var(\pi(l))\supseteq Var(\pi(r)),$ $\mathcal{V}ar(\pi(s))\supseteq \mathcal{V}ar(\pi(t))$




$\pi$ , 43 $R,$ $DP_{R}$
$\pi(R),$ $\pi(DP_{R})$
( ) $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{N}$ ( ) $\pi(R, DP_{R})$ EVN
( 2).
EV-TRS $R$
$\pi$ $R,$ $DP_{R}$ ,
$\pi(R, DP_{R})$ EVN
. , $\sim_{\pi(R)}*$ I
EVN $arrow\pi(R)*$





47([8]) $R$ EV-T , $\pi$ $R$ $DP_{R}$
.
$\pi(R, DP_{R})$ , $R$
EVN-GSN . , $\langle s, t\rangle\in$
$DP_{R}$ $\pi(t)$ , $R$
EVN-SN .
48 42 $R_{6}$ $DP_{R_{6}}$ .
$\pi_{6}$ $c$ ,
$\pi_{6}(c)=[]$ . , $\pi_{6}$ , $DP_{R_{6}}$
.
$\pi_{6}(R_{6})=\{half(0)arrow 0$ , $aarrow half(c)$ ,
half $(s^{2}(x))arrow s(half(x))$ $\}$
\pi 6(DP $=\{\langle H(s^{2}(x)),H(x)\rangle, \langle A,H(c)\rangle\}$
$A>H$ , half(0) $\geq 0$ , half $(s^{2}(x))\geq$
$s(half(x)),$ $a\geq half(c),$ $H(s^{2}(x))>H(x),$ $A>$
$H(c)$ , $\pi_{6}(R_{6}, DP_{R_{6}})$
. , $R_{6}$ EVN -
, & EVN-GSN .
242
, [1] , $\langle s, t\rangle\in$
$DP_{R}$ $\pi(t)$ ,
) ( $\langle$ 1 $\langle s, t\rangle\in$
$DP_{R}$ $\pi(t)$ .
$F\in\overline{D}_{R}$ $\pi(F)=[]$
47 , [7] EVN-SN
. , 47 [7]
. , TRS $R$ EVN-SN
$R$




, $\pi(DP_{R})=DP_{\pi(R)}$ TRS $\pi(R)$
.
$\text{ }4.9R$ & F $1\text{ }$ EV-TRS, $\pi \text{ }R\text{ }DP_{R}\text{ }$
, $\pi(DP_{R})=DP_{\pi(R)}$
. $\pi(R)$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{N}$ , $R$
EVN-GSN . , $larrow r\in R$
$\pi(r)$
, $R$ EVN-SN .
[8] 4 419 .
4.18[8]
. , $\pi(DP_{R})=D\mathcal{P}_{\pi(R)}$
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